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P E T E R D AY

PAINTINGS & SCULPTURES

Jeremy Eccles has been writing about the arts almost as long as
Peter Day has been making them.
See him especially at aboriginalartdirectory.com

PETER DAY
S i l ent P oet r y

As we talk about his forthcoming
exhibition in Lane Cove, Peter Day
bowls me a googly. “Of course”, he
marginally misquotes, “Thelonius
Monk once said, ‘Writing about art is
like tap-dancing about architecture”.
In fact the original quote concerned
music not art, and Day himself
has added the tap to the original’s
limited notion of dancing – an
undoubted improvement. But, who
cares; many an artist, whatever
their artform, has been reluctant to
explain the complex blend of ideas,
technique and aesthetics which
produce the sound or sight that we
are appreciating.
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So Day is leaving it to me.
Well, not quite. For this man who first exhibited at the age of 16
– would you believe the irony, showing paintings of music and
musicians, which he admits were “Stan Rapotec knock-offs”,
has a 53 year career that he’s all too delighted to talk about.
Most famously, it involves some 212 public artworks - such
as creating the largest mural in the southern hemisphere in
The Rocks and a 24 metre-wide laser-cut steel sculpture for
Chester Hill Library - some of which required the management
of $100,000 plus budgets, thus winning himself the 2009
Canterbury and Bankstown ‘Business Achiever Award’.
So perhaps it needs to be known that this life-long artist
actually studied industrial design at the National Art School,
which is why he can explain that his public art projects are “half
way between design and art, requiring the skills of both” – and
requiring research into community views in advance as an
essential part of the design side. “People are often astounded
when I ask for their points of view, even more so when I actually
take notice of their answers. But that way, relationships last –
esteem for the work lasts too. And it can last generations”.

like Gosse’s Bluff, which both have painted. Very differently –
even though Day as a young man assisted the elder when he
painted his version.
Coincidentally, Murch has made two rare appearances in the
news recently with a show of his Northern Beaches works at
the Manly Gallery, and the generous donation of eight of his
sympathetic portraits of Aranda people from Hermannsburg –
including Albert Namatjira’s widow – to the Namatjira Legacy
Trust in Alice Springs by Murch’s daughter Michelle. Perhaps
Murch’s portraiture also inspired Day?
But, whether it’s landscape or portraiture (which Peter’s not
showing in this exhibition), the emphasis is on the kaleidoscopic
possibilities of colour rather than Murch’s realism. For perhaps
Day has imbued something of an Aboriginal view of Country
– rising above it with a drone, rather than an Indigenous
imagination, to capture the colours and textures of the land and
then breaking them up with a skein of shape-shifting tonality. I
have a landscape by Sondra Nampitjinpa that could easily have
been conceived around a similar play of light.

For the Rocks mural on the Harbour Bridge arches behind the
KGV Activity Centre Peter Day held weekly meetings in the pub
opposite. But it’s still not finished – he wants to add the story
of the Green Bans that saved The Rocks from development.
Currently, it starts with Aboriginal life in that area and moves
on to show the beginnings of European settlement with the
landing of the First Fleet taken from Arthur Murch’s mural ‘The
Foundation of European Settlement’. That little-known work is
located in the Overseas Passenger Terminal at Circular Quay
just down the hill.

But Day’s use of technology is intriguing. The original photo goes
through Photoshop, where he takes control on the computer and
begins the manipulation. A small watercolour or pastel further
develops the aesthetic and his tendency to abstract, and the
final canvas may be aided by a projection from the computer
as he paints. In works like ‘West Macdonnell Ranges’, the small
dotting of many colours takes on the dynamic of an explosion
of rocky shards into the air. In ‘Kata Juta’ (The Olgas to many),
the multifarious shades of rufous rock are given a solidity and
variety of form that reflects of heaped-up nature of the original.
A landscape of the mind.

The early-to-mid 20th Century artist Murch is one of Day’s
heroes. For one thing he covered Day’s three bases of painting,
sculpture and public art. For another, he ventured out into the
deserts in the 1930s and inspired Day to follow him to places

In Day’s beach scenes such as ‘Drone Shot’, the sand is now
seaside yellow, but it’s populated colourfully by an infinite
dotting of figures, towels and umbrellas with pointillistic citation.
Perhaps my favourite is ‘Sunday Afternoon on the Island of

Espiritu Santo’ for its many levels of reference. I immediately
sensed a tribute to the great Aussie tropical painter, Ray Crooke
in its setting and brushwork; but the title also gives a clue to its
Post-Impressionist associations with Georges Seurat’s ‘Sunday
Afternoon on the Island of La Grande Jatte’ in both technique
and that feeling of waterside indolence.
Which leaves only Peter Day’s sculptural work – showing
alongside the serendipitous coincidence of the Duchamp
show at the Art Gallery of NSW. For Day has taken the French/
American artist’s revolutionary idea that his selection of a
bicycle wheel or a urinal and its placement in a gallery ‘made’
it art, and made art of them. Not only does he ennoble these
‘ready-mades’ ranging from a tin mug to an axe by re-casting
them in bronze, but he demands we see them as sculpture by
his selection of acute angles and strange associations between
objects. As he puts it in one piece’s title, that requires the perfect
combination of ‘engineering, art and philosophy’.
And that blend was introduced to Peter Day by his school art
teacher, the man once described as “Australian Pop Art’s first
big blessing”, Ken Reinhard. Day recalls him bringing “the third
dimension and particular painted sculpture” into the classroom,
along with the philosophy that’s become a life-long ambition,
“if you’re going to do something then do it well”. And there’s an
undoubted ‘Popist’ dimension to Day’s sculpture today.
How could anyone deny the ‘Popist’ wit of ‘Myself as King Lear’,
created out of the simplest of materials, coupling a fence post
and barbed wire to conjure Lear’s fragile wits as the folly of
his handing his kingdom over to unloving daughters becomes
devastatingly clear.
Now we’re not just tap-dancing about architecture but capturing
an essence that was spoken of by Simonides, the poet from
ancient Greece who assessed that “Painting (or sculpture) is like
a silent poem”.
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Beach Idyll II, 2015
Oil and acrylic on canvas, 130 x 130cm
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Shimmering Desert, 2018
Oil on linen, 200 x 300cm
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Sunday Afternoon on the Island of Espiritu Santo, 2018
Oil and acrylic on linen, 64 x 94cm
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After Rain, 2017
Oil and mineral silicate on linen and board, 61 x 91cm
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Sand, 2019
Oil and acrylic on canvas, 82 x 244cm
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West MacDonnell Ranges, 2018
Oil on linen, 106 x 122cm
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Solar System, 2019
Oil and acrylic on linen, 180 x 300cm
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Flinders Ranges, 2019
Oil on linen, 167 x 167cm
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Architecture - Engineering, Art & Philosophy, 2019
Bronze and granite, 40 x 14 x 14cm
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Helensburgh, 2019
Bronze, copper and granite, 25 x 14 x 14cm
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Hermannsburg, 2019
Bronze and granite, 20 x 14 x 14cm

Watercourse, 2019
Stainless steel, 30 x 40 x 40cm
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A RT I S T S TAT E M E N T

PETER DAY
(61) 0425 214 644

www.PeterDay.com.au

office@environmentalartanddesign.com.au

SAND - Meditations on the Margins
This exhibition is dedicated to Ken and Barbara Reinhard with
much appreciation for your guidance and friendship over this
fifty-year journey.

BeacheSANDeserts shows the evolution in
style of my painting over time. These works
were mainly produced in the last 10 years
with a few a little older, and some a lot older.
They provide the context and history for a
two-part life long obsession with beaches
and deserts.
While some of the works are idiosyncratic others bear witness
to influential artists that have informed my practice, especially
Ken Reinhard and Arthur Murch. Other artists I admire include
Stanislaus Rapotec, Peter Upward, Stan de Teliga and Peter Pinson.
The desert works respond to outback travel early in my public
art career, a few trips to Broken Hill and subsequent recent
journeys to Central Australia. The beach works are responses
to my scorpionic passion for water, (particularly salty),
brought about thru its absence in a very dry Cumberland
Plain upbringing in Sydney’s Western Suburbs…. and several
subsequent ‘South Seas’ sojourns.
My painted abstracted landscapes demonstrate the fascination
with the edges (beaches) as well as the centre (deserts) of this
country, both physically and metaphorically. Is the obsession
about sand or horizons, space or water, or is it the isolation?
I believe I am trying to work out what it is that connects them
and why I am fascinated.
I am particularly interested in how the Aborigines cared for the
land, a legacy from reading Bruce Pascoe and Bill Gammage.
The works are dual vehicles for my concern about the state of
our material environment, and my obsessive need to create.
Dealing with the variety of raw imagery in the subject
landscapes, at times I amplify ‘what was really there’ in the
deserts, and at other times reducing or simplifying ‘what’s
there’, in the beaches. They show a variety of related styles,
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EDUCATION

centred around computer-generated fractal shapes, ranging from
hard-edged flat rhomboids to palette knife scumbled smudges.
This is a continuation of the gestural mark-making process I
was previously known for, and have used for many years, in both
my private work and public commissions. The works on paper
are often the maquettes for the larger works. Comparison of
the two demonstrates the effects and changes wrought due to
the increase in size and over time. In my more recent works,
the imagery is abstracted and created thru a digital preliminary
process from scanned drawings or photographs.
My sculptural work tends to be less abstract, often referring to
the ravages of time in harsh environments, rural paraphernalia
or curious anomalies in historical or psychological contexts.
Recently I’ve commenced the ‘stick’ series, sculptures that
refer to the transference of moisture, climatic change and
propose (to me), some obvious solutions to a large dilemma.
All my works are intended to be entertaining as well as
informative, and I hope they will bring pleasure and joy to all
who see them.
Peter Day
July, 2019
This exhibition wouldn’t have been possible without the
support of a large number of individuals and businesses to
whom I am very grateful:
Colin Husband, Erin O’Neill, Jeremy Eccles, John & Lyn Teal,
Josh Szeps, Pam Day, Peter Berner, Rod & Lynn Timmins,
Sandie & Ken O’Neill, Shawna O’Neill, Terry Cook, Tony
Geddes, Art Van Go, Crawfords Casting, EA Walker Fabrication,
Frameshop – A & H Trading, McRitchies Fabrications,
Twominds Design Studio, Rina Day, ‘the one I forgot’, and you
for coming to see it. Thank you to Gallery Lane Cove, Manager
Rachael Kiang and staff for hosting the exhibition.

1982 – 86 Master of Arts (Visual Arts)
UNSW – Community & Public Art

2015 ‘Burra Djilluk Yanadah’
(Eel and Full Moon) seating ensemble Starryland, Promenade Parramatta

1981 Graduate Diploma, Professional
Art Studies, Alexander Mackie CAE

2015 ‘Fisheel Trap’
Starryland, Promenade Parramatta

1976 – 78 Assistant in painting &
sculpture to Arthur James Murch

2013 ‘Frontispiece’
Bankstown City Council

1971 Diploma of Industrial Design,
National Art School

2012 ‘Greetings’
Stockland, Merrylands

SELECTED SOLO EXHIBITIONS

2012 ‘What Bird Is/Was That?’
City of Sydney

Since 1970 over 30 solo shows
including:

2011 ‘Stories from the Street’
Hurstville City Council

Foundation Michael Karolyi, Vence,
France

2010 ‘The Great Southern Wall’
City of Sydney

MLC Centre

2016 ‘The Valley and Tableaux’
Gauge Gallery, Glebe
2009 ‘Celebration’
Studio Exhibition

2010 ‘Vessels’
Bankstown City Council

2006 ‘Day:Survey’
Marianne Newmann Gallery,
Crows Nest

2008 ‘Basalt Sittee’
Marrickville Council

2005 ‘Hard Country Variations’
Broken Hill City Gallery

SELECTED AWARDS, APPOINTMENTS
& RESIDENCIES

2004
‘Summer Collection’
Ann Snell Gallery, Surry Hills

Short Listed, Eora Journey
Hyde Park ATSI War Memorial

‘Musings II’
Westside Gallery, Marrickville
‘Hard Country’
Westside Gallery, Marrickville
2003 ‘Musings’
Eastside Gallery, Clovelly
SELECTED PUBLIC ART COMMISSIONS
1980 – 2019 over 200 works
commissioned, a selection of recent
works listed below:

Winner Professional Services,
Business Achiever Award

Churchill Felllowship
to USA, Mexico & Europe to study
Public & Community Art
WORKS OF ART IN VARIOUS
COLLECTIONS INCLUDING
Murchison Collection, Dallas,
Texas, USA
IBM Collection
Bill Brandt Collection, France
Travelodge Collection

Universities – NSW, Western Sydney,
Wollongong, UTS
Commonwealth Bank International
Head Office, Martin Place, Sydney &
Queensland Head Office, Brisbane
Australian Department of Foreign
Affairs
ICI Collection
Private Collections in Australia, New
Zealand, UK, Europe, USA & Fiji

Highly Commended,
Western Sydney Industry Award
Artist in Residence,
Bundanon, NSW
Artist in Residence,
Eltham College, Eltham Victoria
Artist in Residence,
Geelong Grammar School, Victoria

2019 ‘Flight’
Payce, Melrose Park – in process

Residency,
Green Street Studio New York Visual
Arts Board, Australia Council

2016 ‘Curl’
Payce, Sekisui House, Royal Shores,
Ermington

Lecturer,
National Art School, Western Sydney
University, COFA NSW

2016 ‘Rivercraft’
Payce, Sekisui House, Royal Shores,
Ermington

Residency at Owen Tooth Cottage,
Michael Karolyi Memorial Foundation,
Vence, France

This catalogue is copyright. Apart from fair dealing
for the purposes of private study, research, criticism
or review as permitted under the Copyright Act 1968,
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Cover image: detail, Shimmering Desert, oil on linen.
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